
Chapter 14

Ancestral lineages in spatial population models
with local regulation

Matthias Birkner and Nina Gantert

We give a short overview on our work on ancestral lineages in spatial population
models with local regulation. We explain how an ancestral lineage can be interpreted
as a random walk in a dynamic random environment. Defining regeneration times
allows to prove central limit theorems for such walks. We also consider several
ancestral lineages in the same population and show for one prototypical example
that in one dimension the corresponding system of coalescing walks converges to the
Brownian web.

14.1 Introduction

Many natural populations live in a spatially extended – and often essentially two-
dimensional – habitat, with a range that is much larger than the typical distance that any
individual may travel during its lifetime. When different genetic types are considered,
this can lead to a local differentiation of types that violates the assumptions of panmixia.
Furthermore, as a result of the interaction of individuals with their environment –
which may be influenced by the population itself and additionally by other, competing
species or by external events – local population sizes often fluctuate in time, and
these fluctuations may be described using random fields. Understanding the evolution
of populations with spatial structure is an interesting problem, and mathematical,
individual-based models can help to understand how spatial structure modifies the
action of other evolutionary forces such as genetic drift or selection.

It is natural to translate the question of the spatial distribution of types into one
about the spatial embedding of genealogies by analysing the space-time history of
sampled individuals and their ancestral lines. In order to make the latter mathematically
tractable, a customary approach, especially in mathematical population genetics, is to
impose a discrete grid of “demes” and assume that local population sizes are constant
in time, as in Kimura’s stepping stone model and its relatives [40, 44]. Then ancestral
lines of sampled individuals are coalescing random walks (with a delay depending
on the local population size), and detailed formulas for quantities of interest like the
decay of the probability of identity by descent or the correlation of type frequencies
with spatial separation are available [45, 46].

Arguably, the built-in assumption of fixed local population sizes in stepping stone
models, though allowing the use of powerful mathematical tools in the analysis,
appears somewhat artificial from the modelling perspective. We remark here that the
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most “obvious” attempt at removing this assumption would be to consider populations
that move and reproduce freely in space without interaction among them, i.e. systems
of critical branching random walks. The assumption of criticality, i.e. on average
one offspring per individual, is a necessary, though not sufficient condition for such
systems to possess non-trivial equilibria. Unfortunately, this attempt is bound to fail, at
least in spatial dimensions d D 1 and d D 2, although the latter is possibly the most
interesting case from a biological point of view: It is well known that in dimensions 1
and 2, critical branching random walks “generically” exhibit local extinction and if
one conditions on non-extinction, the configuration forms arbitrarily dense clumps
([29], see e.g. [20, Chapter 6.4] for a discussion). This effect can not be eliminated by
density-dependent down-regulation of the branching rate, see [9].

Another line of thought, more in the vein of mathematical ecology, aims at remedy-
ing the artificial and in principle undesirable assumption of fixed local population sizes,
and some formulations also remove the discretisation of space in the models discussed
above. Here, one models explicitly the stochastic evolution of the local population
size forward in time in a way that takes “feedback” into account, typically in the
sense that an individual in a crowded region tends to leave on average less offspring
than an individual that happens to be in a sparsely populated region. Such models
were introduced in the biology literature (and analysed with non-rigorous methods) in
[15, 16, 32, 39]. Several investigations in the mathematical literature were inspired by
these models and some modifications thereof, see for instance [3, 7, 11, 19, 21, 28, 37]
for models and results in this direction (some with discrete, some with continuous
space and “masses”). Models from this class can possess non-trivial equilibria in any
spatial dimension and they can be “enriched” to also include ancestral information
(this is straightforward for discrete-mass models as in [7, 21, 37]; for continuous mass
models, one could approximate with particle systems or use “lookdown” constructions
as e.g. in [33, 43]). Thus the problem of describing the space-time embedding of
ancestral lineages of one or several individuals sampled from certain locations in
an equilibrium population is mathematically well defined. It turns out that a single
ancestral lineage, corresponding to a sample of size one, then forms a random walk
in a dynamic random environment which is generated by the backward in time his-
tory of the entire population. Similarly, the ancestral information for a larger sample
corresponds to a system of several random walks in the same environment which can
additionally coalesce when they are in the same location. In this article, we discuss the
behaviour of ancestral lineages in two prototypical examples, namely the discrete time
contact process in Section 14.2 and the logistic branching random walk in Section 14.3.
A key idea in both Sections 14.2 and 14.3 will be to construct regenerations. It turns
out that in both cases, ancestral lineages behave similarly to random walks on large
space-time scales in the sense that they satisfy the law of large numbers and a central
limit theorem. Thus, broadly speaking, the effect of the fluctuating local population
sizes manifests itself on large scales only in the variance parameter of the “random
walks”. This validates the pragmatical approach mentioned above, where one simply
replaces the true demographic history of the population by one with locally fixed
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“effective sizes” (and the migration by an “effective migration”). In Section 14.4,
we discuss the relation to other projects within SPP 1590 and to the (considerable)
literature of random walks in random environments.

14.2 The contact process and random walk on the backbone
of the oriented percolation cluster

We start with a more detailed description of the model forwards in time and then
discuss its ancestral lineages.

14.2.1 The discrete time contact process

Let ! WD ¹!.x; n/ W .x; n/ 2 Zd � Zº be a family of independent Bernoulli random
variables (representing the carrying capacities) with parameter p 2 .0; 1�. We call a site
.x;n/ inhabitable (or open) if!.x;n/D 1 and uninhabitable (or closed) if!.x;n/D 0.
We say that there is an open path from .y;m/ to .x; n/ form 6 n if there is a sequence
xm; : : : ; xn such that xm D y, xn D x, kxk � xk�1k 6 1 for k D mC 1; : : : ; n and
!.xk; k/ D 1 for all k D m; : : : ; n. In this case we write .x;m/! .y; n/. Here k � k
denotes the sup-norm. The terms open/closed are standard in percolation theory, we
use here inhabitable/uninhabitable to emphasise the population interpretation.

Given a set A � Zd we define the discrete time contact process .�An /n>m starting
at time m 2 Z from the set A as

�Am.y/ D 1A.y/; y 2 Zd ;

and for n > m,

�AnC1.x/ D

8̂<̂
:
1 if !.x; nC 1/ D 1 and �An .y/ D 1

for some y 2 Zd such that kx � yk 6 1;

0 otherwise:

In other words, �An .y/D 1 if and only if there is an open path from .x;m/ to .y; n/ for
some x 2 A (where, in this definition, we use the convention that !.x;m/ D 1A.x/
while for k > m the !.x; k/ are i.i.d. Bernoulli as above). Taking m D 0, we set

�A WD inf
®
n > 0 W �An � 0

¯
: (14.2.1)

We interpret the process � as a population process, where �n.x/ D 1 means that
the position x is occupied by an individual in generation n. Space-time sites can
be inhabitable (if !.x; n/ D 1) or uninhabitable (if !.x; n/ D 0). The population
dynamics is then the following: For each x 2 Zd independently, if !.x; n/ D 1 and
there was at least one individual in the neighbourhood of x in the previous generation,
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n

n � 1

expected no. of dotted offspring: 3p > 1 expected no. of dotted offspring: 31
3
p D p < 1

Figure 14.2.1. Interpretation of .�n/ as a locally regulated population model (note that p >
pc > 1

3
in this case).

i.e.

if Ax;n WD ¹y 2 Zd W kx � yk 6 1 and �n�1.y/ D 1º ¤ ;;
then y is picked uniformly from Ax;n and an offspring of the individual
at y in generation n � 1 is placed at space-time site .x; n/:

(14.2.2)

In this case �n.x/ D 1 and (14.2.2) defines the ancestral structure of the population.
In the other cases, namely if !.x; n/ D 0 (site uninhabitable) or if Ax;n D ; (no
inhabited neighbours in the previous generation), we have �n.x/D 0, i.e. the site stays
vacant. With this interpretation, (14.2.1) is the extinction time of a population that
starts with all x 2 A inhabited.

Note that the dynamics (14.2.2) implicitly contain a local population regulation:
Neighbours compete for inhabitable sites, so individuals in sparsely populated regions
have, on average, higher reproductive success. We can visualise this by consider-
ing a neutral multi-type version, where offspring simply inherit their parent’s type
(discussed in more detail in Remark 14.2.3 below). See the example in Figure 14.2.1.

Note that the ancestor is random since we are not given the whole evolution
of the system but only its state at time n. Compare with the more familiar case of
a continuous-time contact process and its graphical representation. Define the ancestor
at time 0 of an infected site at time t to be the site where the infection came from,
following back the graphical representation. Then the ancestor at time 0 of an infected
site at time t is determined if we know the graphical representation up to time t , but it
is random if we only see the configuration of all infected sites at time t .

It is well known, see e.g. [23, Theorem 1], that there is a critical value pc 2 .0; 1/
such that P .� ¹0º D1/D 0 for p 6 pc and P .� ¹0º D1/ > 0 for p > pc . Here and in
the following, we write 0 D .0; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2 Zd for the origin in d -dimensional space.

We will only consider the supercritical case p > pc . In this case the law of �Zd

n

converges weakly to the so-called upper invariant measure, which is the unique non-
trivial extremal invariant measure of the discrete-time contact process. By taking
m! �1 while keeping A D Zd one obtains the stationary process

� WD .�n/n2Z WD .�
Zd

n /n2Z: (14.2.3)
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14.2.2 Ancestral lineages

We are interested in the behaviour of the “ancestral lineages” of individuals in the
stationary process � from (14.2.3), where the behaviour of such a lineage is described
by iterating (14.2.2). Due to time stationarity, we can focus on ancestral lines of
individuals living at time 0. It will be notationally convenient to time-reverse the
stationary process � and consider the process � WD .�n/n2Z defined by �n.x/ D 1

if .x; n/ ! 1 (i.e. there is an infinite directed open path starting at .x; n/) and
�n.x/ D 0 otherwise. Note that indeed L..�n/n2Z/ D L..��n/n2Z/. More precisely,
due to (14.2.3), ��n.x/ D 1 if and only if there is an infinite directed open backwards
path starting at .x;�n/, i.e. a connection from �1 to .x;�n/. This is the case if and
only if in the time-reversed picture, there is a connection from .x; n/ to1, i.e. there
is an infinite directed open path starting at .x; n/, and this is the case if and only if
�n.x/ D 1. Hence there is a one-to one correspondence of .�n/n2Z and .��n/n2Z and
in particular the two processes have the same law.

We will from now on in this section consider the forwards evolution of � as the
“positive” time direction.

On the event B0 WD ¹�0.0/ D 1º there is an infinite path starting at .0; 0/. We
define the oriented cluster by

C WD
®
.x; n/ 2 Zd � Z W �n.x/ D 1

¯
(in percolation jargon, this is strictly speaking the “backbone” of the oriented cluster)
and let

U.x; n/ WD
®
.y; nC 1/ W kx � yk 6 1

¯
(14.2.4)

be the neighbourhood of the site .x; n/ in the next generation. One can allow more
general finite neighbourhoods in (14.2.4) with mostly only notational changes in the
proofs, see [6, Remark 1.4]. Note however that if U.x; n/ is not symmetric around x,
the walk will generically have a non-trivial speed.

On the event B0 we may define a Zd -valued random walk X WD .Xn/n>0 starting
from X0 D 0 with transition probabilities

P .XnC1 D y j Xn D x; �/

D

´
jU.x; n/ \ C j�1 when .y; nC 1/ 2 U.x; n/ \ C ;

0 otherwise:
(14.2.5)

This corresponds to “going backwards” in (14.2.2) and we interpret Xn as the spatial
position of the ancestor n generations ago of the individual at the origin today, see also
Figure 14.2.2.

Note that .Xn; n/n>0 is a directed random walk on the percolation cluster C , and
X can be also viewed as a random walk in a (dynamical) random environment, where
the environment is given by the process � . We write P! and E! to denote probabilities
and expectations when the environment (which is a function of the !’s) is fixed, and
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Figure 14.2.2. Left: A simulation of the space-time configuration of the stationary contact
process � from (14.2.3) with pD 0:68. Dark sites have �n.x/D 1. Right: The same configuration
with only those sites highlighted in dark that are potential ancestors of the individual at the origin
.0; 0/, i.e. those sites which the walk X with dynamics (14.2.5) can reach.

write P and E for the situation when we average with respect to both the walk and the
environment. In the jargon of random walks in random environments, this refers to the
“quenched” and the “averaged” or “annealed” case, respectively.

The main result from [6] is the following theorem on the positionXn of the random
walk on the backbone of the oriented percolation cluster at time n. The theorem can be
interpreted by saying that Xn behaves similarly to a simple random walk: it satisfies
a law of large numbers and a central limit theorem. (The case of simple random walk
corresponds to p D 1 in our notation.) In other words, the percolation cluster behaves,
on large scales, similarly to the full lattice: the effect of the “holes” in the cluster –
which are clearly visible in the simulation in Figure 14.2.2 – vanishes on large scales.

Theorem 14.2.1 (Law of large numbers, averaged and quenched central limit theorem
[6, Theorems 1.1. and 1.3]). For any d > 1 we have

P!

�1
n
Xn ! 0

�
D 1 for P . � j B0/-a.a. !; (14.2.6)

and for any f 2 Cb.Rd /,

E
h
f
�Xn
p
n

� ˇ̌̌
B0

i
n!1
����! ˆ.f /; (14.2.7)

E!

h
f
�Xn
p
n

�i
n!1
����! ˆ.f / for P . � j B0/-a.a. !, (14.2.8)

where ˆ.f / WD
R
f .x/ˆ.dx/ with ˆ a non-trivial centred isotropic d -dimensional

normal law. Functional versions of (14.2.7) and (14.2.8) hold as well.

A proof sketch is given in Section 14.2.3 below.

Remark 14.2.2. The covariance matrix ofˆ in (14.2.7) is �2 times the d -dimensional
identity matrix. It follows from the regeneration construction (see Section 14.2.3 below)
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that

�2 D �2.p/ D
EŒY 21;1�

EŒ�1�
2 .0;1/;

where �1 is the first regeneration time (see (14.2.13) below) of the random walk X and
Y1;1 is the first coordinate of X�1 , the position of the random walk at this regeneration
time. The behaviour of �2.p/ as p # pc is an interesting open problem that merits
further research.

Remark 14.2.3 (Consequences for the long-time behaviour of the multi-type pro-
cess). Let us enrich the contact process .�n/n from Section 14.2.1 by including
(so-called neutral) types: Say, at time n D 0, every �0.x/ is independently assigned
a uniformly chosen value from .0; 1/ and we augment the rule (14.2.2) by setting
�n.x/ D �n�1.y/ > 0 if y 2 Ax;n was chosen as the ancestor of the individual at
site .x; n/. Thus, children inherit their parent’s type (which is > 0) and we still inter-
pret �n.x/ D 0 as a vacant site. As n!1, �n will converge in distribution to an
equilibrium Q� of the multi-type dynamics.

It follows from Theorem 14.2.1 and its proof in [6] that any two ancestral lineages
will eventually meet in d 6 2, but not in d > 3. By “looking backwards in time”, this
has consequences for Q�: For any x; y 2 Z,

P
�
Q�.x/ D Q�.y/ j Q�.x/ > 0; Q�.y/ > 0

�
D 1 (14.2.9)

in d D 1; 2, and this probability is< 1 in d > 3. In fact, for d > 3 there is Cd 2 .0;1/
such that

P
�
Q�.x/ D Q�.y/ j Q�.x/ > 0; Q�.y/ > 0

�
�

Cd

kx � ykd�22

as kx � yk ! 1:

These properties are analogous to those of the multi-type stepping stone model.

14.2.3 Proof ideas: Local construction and regeneration

A main difficulty in the proof of Theorem 14.2.1 lies in the fact that in order to
determine �.x; n/, one has to know the “whole future” of the environment !. To
overcome this, we build a trajectory of X using rules that are “local”, i.e. that use only
local information about the environment ! (and some additional local randomness),
but not the processes �. We then read off regeneration times from this construction:
These are exactly the times when the locally constructed trajectory coincides with the
true trajectory of X , see (14.2.12) below. This approach is inspired by [31, 36].

The construction employs some additional randomness: For every .x;n/ 2Zd �Z
let Q!.x; n/ be a uniformly chosen permutation of U.x; n/ (U.x; n/ may be written
as a vector by ordering the elements according to the lexicographical ordering of
the space coordinate x), independently distributed for all space-time sites .x; n/ and
independent from !. We denote the whole family of these permutations by Q!.
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For every .x; n/ 2 Zd � Z let `.x; n/ D `1.x; n/ be the length of the longest
directed open path starting at .x;n/; we set `.x;n/D�1when .x;n/ is closed. (Recall
that a path .x0; n/; .x1; nC 1/; : : : ; .xk; nC k/ of length k with kxi � xi�1k 6 1 is
open if !.x0; n/ D !.x1; nC 1/ D � � � D !.xk; nC k/ D 1. We define `.x; n/ D1
for .x; n/ 2 C .) For every k 2 N0 let `k.x; n/ WD `.x; n/ ^ k be the length of the
longest directed open path of length at most k starting from .x; n/. Observe that
`k.x; n/ is measurable with respect to the � -algebra G nCkC1n , where

Gmn WD �
�
!.y; i/; Q!.y; i/ W y 2 Zd ; n 6 i < m

�
; n < m: (14.2.10)

For k 2 ¹0; : : : ;1º, we defineMk.x; n/� U.x;n/ to be the set of sites that maximise
`k over U.x; n/, i.e.

Mk.x; n/ WD
®
y 2 U.x; n/ W `k.y/ D max

z2U.x;n/
`k.z/

¯
;

and for convenience we set M�1.x; n/ D U.x; n/. Observe that we have

M0.x; n/ D
®
y 2 U.x; n/ W y is open

¯
;

M1.x; n/ D U.x; n/ \ C ;

Mk.x; n/ �MkC1.x; n/; k > �1:

Let mk.x; n/ 2Mk.x; n/ be the element of Mk.x; n/ that appears as the first in the
permutation Q!.x; n/.

Given .x; n/, k, ! and Q!, we define a path k D 
.x;n/
k

of length k via

k.0/ D .x; n/; k.j C 1/ D mk�j�2.k.j // for j D 0; : : : ; k � 1: (14.2.11)

In words, at every step, k checks the neighbours of its present position and picks
randomly (using the random permutation Q!) one of those where it can proceed on
open sites, but inspecting only the state of sites in the time-layers ¹n; : : : ; nC k � 1º.
Consequently, the construction of  .x;n/

k
is measurable with respect to the �-algebra

G nCkn from (14.2.10). See Figure 14.2.3 for an illustration. Intuitively,  .x;n/
k

would
be the trajectory of X starting from the space-time point .x; n/ if we replaced the
condition in (14.2.5) that X can only walk on C by the requirement that the first
k steps must begin on open sites.

It is not hard to check that these paths  .x;n/
k

have the following properties (see
[6, Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.2] for details): Given !, .x; n/ 2 C and Q!,

(a) (steps begin on open sites) !.k.m// D 1 for all 0 6 m < k.

(b) (stability in k) If the end point of k is open, i.e. !.k.k//D 1, then the path kC1
restricted to the first k steps equals k .

(c) (fixation on C) Assume that k.j / 2 C for some k > 0, j 6 k. Then m.j / D
k.j / for all m > k.

(d) (exploration of finite branches) If k.k � 1/ 2 C and k.k/ … C for some k, then
j .k/ D k.k/ for all k 6 j 6 k C `.k.k//C 1 and kC`.k.k//C2.k/ ¤ k.k/.
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.x; n/

Q!.x;n/.1/Q!.x;n/.2/

k D 1 k D 2 k D 3 k D 4

Figure 14.2.3. The paths  .x;n/
k

from (14.2.11) based on !’s and Q!’s. Black and white circles
represent open sites, i.e. !.site/ D 1, and closed sites, i.e. !.site/ D 0, respectively. Solid
arrows from a site point to Q!.site/.1/ and dotted ones to Q!.site/.2/. On the right the sequence
of paths  .x;n/

k
. � / for k D 1; 2; 3; 4 is shown. For sake of pictorial clarity, we used here

U.x; n/ D ¹.x C 1; nC 1/; .x � 1; nC 1/º instead of (14.2.4).

By (c),  .x;n/1 .j / D limk!1 k.j / exists a.s. (since holes in the cluster are a.s. finite).
Furthermore, for fixed ! and .x; n/ 2 C (but thinking of Q! as random), the law of
. .x;n/1 .j //j>0 is the same as the law of the random walk .Xj ; nC j /j>0 on C started
from .x; n/. Thus we can and shall couple the random walk .Xk; k/ started from .0; 0/
with the random variables !; Q! by setting

.Xk; k/ D 
.0;0/
1 .k/ D lim

j!1

.0;0/
j .k/:

With these ingredients, we can define regeneration times as follows: Let

T0 WD 0 and Tj WD inf
®
k > Tj�1 W �.

.0;0/
k

.k// D 1
¯
; j > 1: (14.2.12)

(Here and later we use the notation �.y/ WD �n.x/ when y D .x; n/ 2 Zd � Z.) At
times Tj the local construction of the path finds a “real ancestor” of .0; 0/ in the sense
that for anym > Tj ,  .0;0/m .Tj /D 

.0;0/
Tj

.Tj /, by property (c). The increments between
regeneration times are

�i WD Ti � Ti�1 and Yi WD XTi
�XTi�1

; (14.2.13)

and we then indeed have that

the sequence ..Yi ; �i //i>1 is i.i.d. and Y1 is symmetrically distributed; (14.2.14)

both Y1 and �1 have exponential tails: (14.2.15)

The intuition behind the regeneration property (14.2.14) is the following: Assume
that for some k, we have constructed the path  .0;0/

k
and observe that �. .0;0/

k
.k// D 1.

Then we have obtained information about some !.y;j / and Q!.y;j / for j < k, y 2Zd

and we know that the site  .0;0/
k

.k/ in time-slice k is connected to C1. The latter
property depends only on !.y; j / with j > k, y 2 Zd and the coordinates of ! in
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T0

T1

T2

T3

T6

�1

�2 D T1

Figure 14.2.4. “Discovering” of the trajectory of X between the regeneration times T0 and T6

in case U D ¹�1; 1º is shown on the left-hand side of the figure. On the right-hand side
we zoom into the evolution between T0 and T1. On the two “relevant sites” we show the
realisation of the values of Q! using the same conventions as in Figure 14.2.3 (in particular, again
U.x; n/ D ¹.x C 1; nC 1/; .x � 1; nC 1/º).

different time-slices are independent. By property (c), we have .Xk; k/ D 
.0;0/
k

.k/.
Thus, concerning the future behaviour ofX , we are then in the same situation at time k
as at time 0: All we know (and need to know) is that X sits on some site in C , and we
can start afresh.

However, if we observe that �. .0;0/
k

.k// D 0, we are in a different situation: We
then know that  .0;0/

k
.k/ is the starting point of a finite (possibly empty) oriented per-

colation cluster. Then we must continue the local construction until it has explored the
“reason why �. .0;0/

k
.k// D 0”, which depends on finitely many sites (cf. property (d)

above).
See Figure 14.2.4 for an illustration: In this example, the local construction enters

a finite cluster at time k D �1 and explores this, regeneration then occurs at time
T1 D �2 when the exploration is completed. The full details are in [6, Lemma 2.5].

To obtain (14.2.15), one uses the fact that the height of a finite cluster in super-
critical oriented percolation has exponential tails, see [18] and [6, Lemma A.1]. The
distributional symmetry of Y1 follows from the symmetry of U.x; n/ in (14.2.4).

Given (14.2.14) and (14.2.15), the law of large numbers (14.2.6) and the annealed
CLT (14.2.7) follow straightforwardly by re-writing Xn as a sum along regeneration
times plus an asymptotically negligible remainder. The quenched CLT (14.2.8) requires
some additional effort: Here, we used two copies X and X 0 of the walk on the
same cluster C to control the variance of E! Œf .Xn=

p
n/�, an approach inspired

by [17]. This, in turn, requires to enlarge the regeneration construction to incorporate
simultaneous regenerations for both X and X 0. Studying two (or more) copies of the
walk on C , especially when one stipulates that they coalesce as soon as they meet, is
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also very natural from the point of view of larger samples. In fact, this is exactly the
device that is used in [8] and it also plays a key role in the proof of (14.2.17) below.
We will however not spell out the details here and instead refer to [6, 8].

14.2.4 Extensions

14.2.4.1 Contact process with fluctuating population sizes. Let K.x; n/, .x; n/ 2
Zd �Z be possibly correlated N-valued random variables, independent of the !’s. We
define the discrete time contact process with fluctuating population size, O� WD . O�n/n2Z,
by

O�n.x/ WD �n.x/K.x; n/;

with �n.x/ from (14.2.3) and its time reversal O� WD . O�n/n2Z by O�n.x/ WD �n.x/K.x;n/.
One can interpretK.x;n/ as a random “carrying capacity” of the site .x; n/: When

�n.x/ D 1, K.x; n/ individuals live at position x in generation n, and each of them is
independently assigned an ancestor from Ax;n as in (14.2.2).

Now conditioned on O�0.0/ > 1 the ancestral random walk is defined by X0 D 0
and (14.2.5) is generalised to

P .XnC1 D y j Xn D x; O�/

D

8̂<̂
:

O�nC1.y/P
.y0;nC1/2U.x;n/

O�nC1.y0/
if .y; nC 1/ 2 U.x; n/;

0 otherwise:

(14.2.16)

Analogues of Theorem 14.2.1 then hold under suitable assumptions on the random
field K D .K.x; n//x2Zd ;n2Z. The case when K is an i.i.d. field is discussed in
[6, Remark 1.6]. Miller [34] generalises this considerably by assuming instead certain
mixing conditions: A law of large numbers analogous to (14.2.6), with possibly
non-zero speed, holds if K is �-mixing in time with coefficients �n 2 O.n�1�ı/
for some ı > 0, an annealed CLT analogous to (14.2.7) holds if �n 2 O.n�2�ı/;
a quenched CLT analogous to (14.2.7) holds if K is exponentially mixing in space
and time. Note that in general, (14.2.16) describes a non-elliptic random walk in
a non-Markovian (but mixing) environment. The key idea is again a “regeneration
construction” where the i.i.d. property in (14.2.14) is now replaced by a sufficiently
strong mixing property. We refer to [34, 35] for details.

14.2.4.2 Brownian web limit in spatial dimension one. One can consider the ances-
tral lineages of all individuals in the stationary � from (14.2.3) simultaneously. This
gives rise to an infinite system of random walks X .x;n/ D .X .x;n/m /m>n on the time-
reversal � of �, where for each .x; n/ 2 C , the walk X .x;n/ starts at time n at position
x, follows the analogue of (14.2.5), and different walkers coalesce whenever they
meet in the same space-time site. By Theorem 14.2.1 and space-time stationarity, any
X .x;n/ converges to a Brownian motion under diffusive rescaling. As shown in [8],
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in spatial dimension d D 1, the collection of all these paths converges after diffusive
rescaling as in Theorem 14.2.1 to the Brownian web in distribution. Informally, this
limit object describes an infinite system of coalescing Brownian motions starting
from all space-time points in R �R. One may then apply our convergence result to
investigate the behaviour of interfaces in the discrete time contact process analog-
ously to [38, Theorem 7.6 and Remark 7.7], as observed in [8, p. 1051]. We refer
also to [12, 26, 27] and the article by Blath and Ortgiese [13] in this volume, which
study spatial population models (in continuous space) in d D 1, with a particular
focus on interfaces. These models are “continuum analogues” of the voter model, and
the interfaces are stochastic processes in dynamic environments. Dualities and their
genealogical interpretations play an important role there as well.

An important ingredient in the proof is a quantitative strengthening of (14.2.9)
from Remark 14.2.3:

P
�
T
.z1;z2/

meet > n j �0.z1/ D �0.z2/ D 1
�

6 const. �
jz1 � z2j
p
n

for z1; z2 2 Z; n 2 N; (14.2.17)

where T .z1;z2/
meet is the number of steps until two walks on the same realisation of � that

start at time 0 from z1 and z2, respectively, meet for the first time. Note that (14.2.17)
is the asymptotically correct form of the decay for simple random walks in d D 1. For
more information, we refer to [42].

The results in [8] can again be interpreted as an averaging statement about the
percolation cluster: apart from a change of variance, it behaves as the full lattice
(for which convergence to the Brownian web was proved in [38]), i.e. the effect of
the “holes” in the cluster vanishes on a large scale. For a thorough discussion of
the Brownian web, including historical comments and references, see the overview
article [41]. Note that there is no analogous object in spatial dimension d > 2 because
there, independent Brownian motions never meet.

14.3 Ancestral lineages for logistic branching random walks

We consider a system of discrete-time branching random walks with logistic regulation:
Let �n.x/ be the number of individuals at position x 2 Zd in generation n 2 Z. Given
the configuration �n at time n, for x 2 Zd , each individual at x has a Poisson-
distributed number of offspring with mean�

m �
X
z

�z�x�n.z/
�C

(14.3.1)

and each child moves to y with probability py�x , independently for different parental
individuals and for different children. Here, pxy D py�x is a symmetric, aperiodic
finite range random walk kernel on Zd , m > 1, �z > 0, z 2 Zd is symmetric with
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finite range and �0 > 0. These children then form the next generation, �nC1. Formula
(14.3.1) has a natural interpretation as local competition: each individual at z reduces
the average reproductive success of a focal individual at x by �z�x . In particular,
this introduces local density-dependent feedback in the model: The offspring distri-
bution is supercritical when there are few neighbours and subcritical when there are
many neighbours. Note that by properties of the Poisson distribution .�n/ is in fact
a probabilistic cellular automaton: Given �n,

�nC1.y/ � Poisson
� X
x2Zd

�
m �

X
z2Zd

�z�x�n.z/
�C
py�x

�
; (14.3.2)

independently for different y 2 Zd .

Remark 14.3.1. (1) For the choice � � 0, the system .�n/n is a “classical” branching
random walk, in which different individuals behave completely independently. This is
a classical topic with a lot of recent progress, see in particular the article by König [30]
in this volume. In [24,25], moment asymptotics for the number of particles in a branch-
ing random walk in random environment are derived. Note that the first moments
correspond to the well-investigated solutions of the parabolic Anderson model.

(2) Conditioning on �n. � /�N in (14.3.2) for someN 2N and considering types
and/or ancestral relationships, as we will do below, yields a version of the stepping
stone model.

(3) The form of the competition kernel and the Poisson offspring law in (14.3.1)
and (14.3.2) are prototypical (and convenient for the proofs) but can be replaced by
more general choices, see the discussion in [7, Remark 5 (ii)] and [5, Section 5].

Theorem 14.3.2 (Survival and complete convergence [7, Theorem 1 and Corollary 4]).
Assume m 2 .1; 3/. There exist "0; "1 > 0 such that for all choices 0 < �0 6 "0 and
0 6 �z 6 "1�0 for z ¤ 0, the system .�n/ survives for all time locally (and hence
also globally) with positive probability for any non-trivial initial condition �0. Given
survival (either local or global), �n converges in distribution as n!1 to its unique
non-trivial equilibrium.

We will not prove Theorem 14.3.2 here but point out that a crucial ingredient in the
proof is a strong coupling property of the system .�n/: Starting from any two initial
conditions �0, �00,

copies .�n/; .�0n/ can be coupled such that if both survive;

�n.x/ D �
0
n.x/ in a space-time cone: (14.3.3)

This allows to compare the system to supercritical oriented percolation on suitably
coarse-grained space-time scales, see [7, Section 5] for details and Figure 14.3.1 for
a simulation.

Remark 14.3.3. (1) The restriction to m < 3 in Theorem 14.3.2 is “inherited” from
the logistic iteration wnC1 D mwn.1 � wn/ because in this parameter regime, it has
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Figure 14.3.1. Starting from any two initial conditions �0, �0
0

, copies .�n/, .�0n/ can be coupled
such that if both survive (here, m D 1:5, p D .1

3
; 1

3
; 1

3
/, � D .0:01; 0:02; 0:01/, �0 D ı60,

�0
0
D ı120 and space is ¹1; 2; : : : ; 200º with periodic boundary conditions). The picture at the

bottom shows j�n.x/� �
0
n.x/j, note the growing region in the middle where �n.x/D �

0
n.x/ > 0.

a unique attracting fixed point. Note that literally, a “deterministic space-less” ana-
logue of (14.3.2) would read QwnC1 D m Qwn.1 � Q� Qwn/ with Q� D

P
z �z , the rescaling

Qwn D .m= Q�/wn brings this to the “standard form” just mentioned.
Survival can be proved also form 2 Œ3; 4/ with similar arguments, but convergence

cannot. For m < 1 (and for m D 1 in d 6 2) one can easily see, using domination by
subcritical branching random walks, that .�n/n will die out locally when starting from
any initial condition �0 with supx2Zd EŒ�0.x/� <1.

(2) In [22], multi-type continuous mass branching populations with competit-
ive interactions are studied; the logistic branching random walks we described in
Section 14.3 are a close relative of such systems in the single-type case (or in the multi-
type case with completely symmetric parameters). Furthermore, by using space Rd as
a “trait space”, the measure-valued processes studied in [4] can be seen as a suitable
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scaling limit of (relatives of) logistic branching random walks, see [4, Remark 5].
Many challenging questions about the long-time behaviour of such continuous-mass
interacting multi-type systems remain open. It is conceivable that the regeneration
constructions for ancestral lineages we investigated in [5, 6] might be adaptable to this
context, and that this could enrich the pertinent “tool box”.

14.3.1 Dynamics of an ancestral lineage

By Theorem 14.3.2, for suitable choices of the parameters, the system (14.3.2) has
a unique non-trivial equilibrium. We denote by �stat D .�stat

n .x//n2Z;x2Zd the corres-
ponding stationary process and – implicitly in our notation – “enrich” it suitably to
allow bookkeeping of genealogical relationships, as described at the beginning of
Section 14.3. Consider the stationary �stat conditional on �stat

0 .0/ > 0 and sample an
individual (uniformly) from the space-time origin .0; 0/, let Xn be the spatial position
of her ancestor n generations ago. Then

P .XnC1 D y j Xn D x; �
stat/

D
px�y�

stat
�n�1.y/

�
m �

P
z �z�y�

stat
�n�1.z/

�CP
y0 px�y0�

stat
�n�1.y

0/
�
m �

P
z �z�y0�

stat
�n�1.z/

�C ; (14.3.4)

see [5, (4.10)–(4.11)].
Thus .Xn/n is a random walk in a – relatively complicated – random environment.

Note that the forwards in time direction for the walk corresponds to backwards in time
for �stat. Again it turns out that X behaves like an ordinary random walk when viewed
over large enough space-time scales, as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 14.3.4 (Law of large numbers and (averaged) central limit theorem, see e.g.
[5, Theorem 4.3]). Assume m 2 .1; 3/. There exist "0; "1 > 0 such that for all choices
0 < �0 6 "0 and 0 6 �z 6 "1�0 for z ¤ 0, we have

P
�1
n
Xn ! 0

ˇ̌̌
�stat
0 .0/ ¤ 0

�
D 1 (14.3.5)

and
E
h
f
� 1
p
n
Xn

� ˇ̌̌
�stat
0 .0/ ¤ 0

i
����!
n!1

EŒf .Z/� (14.3.6)

for f 2 Cb.Rd /, where Z is a (non-degenerate) d -dimensional normal random
variable. A functional version of (14.3.6) holds as well.

Note that (14.3.6) is an averaged limit result. In ongoing work with Andrej Depper-
schmidt and Timo Schlüter, we are proving the corresponding “quenched” limit
theorem.

The proof of Theorem 14.3.4 employs again a regeneration construction and
a decomposition as in (14.2.13). We will only sketch the main ideas below, referring
the reader to [5] for details.
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Given �stat, X is a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain; given also Xn D x its
transition probabilities in the nC 1-th step depend only on �stat

�n�1.x/ in some finite
window around x. We see from (14.3.4) that these transition probabilities are close
to the fixed reference law .px/x if Xn is in a region where the relative variation of
��n�1.Xn/ is small.

Thus, we define “good” space-time blocks in �stat on suitable length scales
Lspace � 1 and Ltime � 1, that is a finite set G of local configurations on

¹1; 2; : : : ; Lspaceº
d
� ¹1; 2; : : : ; Ltimeº

with the properties that

(a) �stat has small relative variations inside a good block,

(b) if the block with (coarse grained) index . Qx; Qn/ 2 Zd � Z is good, this will
with high probability also be the case for its “temporal successors” with indices
. Qx � 1; QnC 1/, . Qx; QnC 1/, . Qx C 1; Qn/,

(c) if we consider two copies � and �0 of the system (14.3.2) with the property that in
both the block with (coarse grained) index . Qx; Qn/ is good, then with high probability
the coupling discussed in (14.3.3) will make � and �0 identical on the block with
index . Qx; QnC 1/.

Property (a) allows to control the walk X whenever it moves through good blocks;
(b) allows to compare the good blocks to supercritical oriented percolation (on the
coarse-grained scale); (c) allows to “localise” information about the space-time
configuration �stat around good blocks, this is akin to the local construction from
Section 14.2.3.

With these ingredients, we can discuss the regeneration construction: Assume that
we find a space-time “cone” C (with fixed suitable base diameter and slope) that is
centred at the current space-time position .Xn;�n/ of the walk such that

(i) C covers the path and everything it has “explored” until the n-th step (since the
last regeneration),

(ii) the configuration in �stat at the base of the cone C is “good” and

(iii) “strong” coupling for �stat as defined in (c) above occurs inside the cone C .

Then the conditional law of the future path increments is completely determined by
the configuration �stat at the base of the cone and we can “start afresh”. It may happen
that in order to find a cone with properties (i)–(iii), several attempts are needed, see
Figure 14.3.2 for an illustration.

This construction expresses the path increments between the regeneration times
as a functional of a well-behaved Markov chain (which keeps track of the local
configuration at the base of the corresponding cones at the regeneration times). Given
this, (14.3.5) and (14.3.6) are fairly standard.
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t0

t1

t2

t3

Figure 14.3.2. A schematic illustration of the regeneration construction for Theorem 14.3.4:
The walk passes through a sequence of cones in an attempt to regenerate. Here, regeneration
at time t1 fails because the path up to that time is not covered by the corresponding cone and
regeneration at time t2 fails because the corresponding cone does not cover the previous cone;
successful regeneration then occurs in the third attempt at time t3.

In ongoing work with Andrej Depperschmidt and Timo Schlüter we consider the
joint dynamics of several ancestral lineages in the logistic branching random walk and
establish properties analogous to those in Section 14.2.2 for walks on the oriented
percolation cluster.

14.4 Discussion

Our ancestral walks with dynamics as in (14.2.5), (14.2.16), (14.3.4) are generally
speaking random walks in dynamical random environments (RWDRE). This is cur-
rently a very active field of research and we do not attempt to give an overview here,
but refer to [1] for a good overview of the area up to 2010. There are recent papers
on random walks in dynamical random conductances, random walks on dynamical
percolation, random walks in dynamical random environments given by interacting
particle systems as for instance exclusion processes. The general results often have
strong assumptions on the environment (mixing conditions, spectral gap assumptions,
uniform lower bounds for the transition probabilities of the walk). On the other hand,
the “case studies” often refer to specific models and do not provide a general approach.
Hence, this is an area where there is still a lot to understand. See e.g. the recent works
[2,14] and the discussion and references there. Let us point out that our walks (14.2.5),
(14.2.16), (14.3.4) are somewhat special inside the general class of RWDRE in that
the natural “forwards” time direction for the walk is “backwards” in time for the
environment, whereas researchers in RWDRE often study walks on certain interacting
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particle systems where the walk and the underlying system have the same forwards
time direction. Also, let us mention that while in recent work, see [10], the assumption
of ellipticity of the environment, i.e. on uniform lower bounds for the transition prob-
abilities of the walk, is not present anymore, our model still does not fit in, since our
environment is not stationary.
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